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Learning outcomes

By the end of this program, participants will...

● Understand the strengths and challenges of qualitative data analysis;

● Learn and apply basic techniques for transcribing and coding text, 

audio, and visual data collected from interviews and focus groups; 

● Be familiar with various approaches to qualitative data analysis, 

including analyzing sample data and qualitative analysis software.



Today’s plan

● Introduction 
o Situated in qualitative research

● Transcription
o Audio transcription exercise

● Coding data
o Define-your-codes exercise

o Coding methods 

o Coding a transcript exercise

o Coding tools

● Wrap up + questions



Quantitative + qualitative data
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Qualitative research

Strengths:
● Researcher is the key 

instrument

● Categories are 

constructed from data

● Holistic account

● Identifies variables that 

cannot be easily 

measured

Challenges:
● Time consuming to 

collect & analyze data

● Easy to collect lots of 

complex data

● Validation can be 

difficult

● Results not 

generalizable



Super brief qual research guide

● Start with a research goal

● Write your interview/focus group questions

● Draft your research plan

● Assess the resources available to you

● Identify your participant population

● Secure the required approvals

● Obtain any necessary equipment

● Incentives/compensation

● Recruit participants

● Collect data

● Post-collection wrap-up/acknowledgements



Super brief qual research guide

https://tinyurl.com/qualchecklist

https://tinyurl.com/qualchecklist


Audience → analysis

Your research goal and audience will determine 

how much time you spend on data analysis.



What can qualitative data look like?











Data precautions + useful paranoia

● Nontext files can be LARGE - consider an online 

storage solution like Dropbox or SpiderOak (and/or an 

external hard drive)

● Decide on a consistent file naming system FIRST and 

stick to it! (e.g. HC.S006.wma)

● Backup backup BACKUP (and backup some more)



What is transcription?

● To put into written form

● In qualitative research, the audio or video 

capture of an interview or focus group is 

rendered into written form

● This process changes the data, meaning 

can be lost or added



Transcription Exercise



Bad audio?

● Low recording level

● Background noise

Audacity is free!

http://audacity.sourceforge.net/

http://audacity.sourceforge.net/


Transcription options

● Automatic transcription

● Pay for it 

○ outsource  

○ hire a grad student

● Do it yourself  

● Take notes

● Code the audio/video 

Consider: how much time and funding do you have?





Levels of transcription

● meaning/paraphrase
“I like the library, it’s very helpful.”

● discourse (typical)
“Um, you know like (laughing) it’s very cool, . . . and so convenient the 

librarians help me when I go there so I like that.”

● phrase (necessary for certain theories)
Student1: “Um, you know like it’s very cool// 

Student2: ...and so convenient the librarians help me when I go there// 

Student1: so I like that.”



What is coding?
"A code is a specific label you assign to a category which in turn 

indicates a piece of data or particular form of data." (Layder 2013, pp. 

129-159)

"Coding organizes the data into meaningful segments which can then 

be analyzed. . ."  (Layder 2013, pp. 129-159)

Interpretive vs. locating meaning (Guest 2012, pp. 49-50)

Many ways of coding; our approach is geared toward practice and not 

theory or model building



Code Definition Exercise



Brief Codes (6 minutes)



Full Codes (4 minutes) 



Let’s take a quick break!



Where do codes come from? 

● Codes emerge (techniques to be described) 

● Iterative process

● Researcher has predetermined codes; confirmatory 

analysis (Guest 2012, p.39-40)

● Literature reviews

● Concept maps 

● Pile sorts



Where do codes come from? 

● Descriptive attributes of the data: gender, age, location, 

etc…

● Frequency counts (stop words, exclude moderator 

comments)

● Reading the text (interpretive/locating meaning) 

● In vivo or indigenous coding (using interviewee words 

and concepts)



Pile sort example from Marketing 



Where do codes come from?   

● Metaphors, idioms, and analogies 

● Transitions (note either end of the change)

● Linguistic connectors indicating a causal relationship

● Missing data/silence (when there is a good reason for 

a participant to talk about something and he/she does 

not)        

Guest 2012, p. 66



Data  Codes  Themes
Data: The textual representation of a conversation, 

observation, or interaction.

Theme: Unit of meaning that is observed (noticed) in the 

data by a reader of the text.

Code: A textual description of the semantic boundaries of 

a theme or component of a theme.

Coding: The process by which a qualitative analysis links 

specific codes to a specific data segments. 

Guest 2012, p. 50-51



A visual example



Intercoder agreement

Common methods: 

● Subjective assessment

● Percentage agreement (80% is considered good)

● Cohen’s Kappa (.8 is or higher is great; rarely reported in LIS 

practitioners; loses meaning the smaller the sample )

Guest 2012, p. 89-90



Coding Exercise



Coding tools: Excel or Google Docs



Coding tools

http://dirtdirectory.org

http://dirtdirectory.org


Coding software



ATLAS.ti



NViVo



Dedoose



Data visualization



Other data visualizations



● Capturing the range of experience

● Exploring individual experiences 

● Understanding processes

● Answering questions you never 

thought to ask

● Identify service gaps

Why do qualitative research?

Time consuming and labor intensive  worth it!



Questions?



Mariana Regalado

regalado@brooklyn.cuny.edu

Maura A. Smale

msmale@citytech.cuny.edu

Frans Albarillo

falbarillo@brooklyn.cuny.edu

ushep.commons.gc.cuny.edu

mailto:regalado@brooklyn.cuny.edu
mailto:msmale@citytech.cuny.edu
mailto:falbarillo@brooklyn.cuny.edu
http://ushep.commons.gc.cuny.edu/
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